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Tables
Our tables are timeless and fit into every interior style. 
The simple, yet sophisticated design of our products 
will reveal the sensibility of your home.
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Its well-thought structure will fit perfectly 
above the height of your sofa. To place your 
laptop or your cup of coffee.

TRIPTIC SIDE TABLE 
lava taupe
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Wall decor
From an elegant aged mirror that doubles as art 
to sleek wooden shelves: we provide the perfect 
finishing touches to tie any room together. Hang our 
pieces on their own or display a few of them in your 
space to make a bold statement. 
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Just like a simple, black Ribbon hung on the wall. 
The Oak Ribbon wall shelf by Studio Kaschkasch 
impresses through its simplicity and lightness.  
The black version will ideally add a graphic element 
to your wall and highlight your books and objects.

OAK RIBBON BLACK SHELF
varnished
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This elegant wall shelf, crafted from European Oak, is the perfect 
solution for extra shelving needs. Now available in black varnished 
Oak, it will make your beloved objects stand out. 

OAK BLACK WALL SHELF
3 sizes
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The Ethnicraft shelves are 
compatible in many different 
interiors due to their accessible 
look. They are perfect for 
displaying the items you love.
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The elegant Oak Light Frame mirror has a large versatility 
because of its standing and hanging features. It will bring 
brightness and stature to the living space.

OAK LIGHT FRAME BLACK FLOOR MIRROR 
varnished
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With its singular geometric three-legged shape, the 
Triptic table is the perfect side table. Its well-thought 
structure will fit perfectly above the height of your sofa. 
To place your laptop or your cup of coffee.

TRIPTIC SIDE TABLE 
lava taupe
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The Oak Ribbon wall shelf by Studio Kaschkasch 
impresses through its simplicity. It is a free and easy 
shelf combining beautiful oak wood and a metal 
hanging system. Whether you hang only 1 or a dozen, 
this functional shelf is compatible in so many different 
interiors due to its accessible look.

OAK RIBBON BLACK SHELF
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This elegant wall shelf, crafted from European Oak, is 
the perfect solution for extra shelving needs. Featuring 
simple, clean lines, they can be aligned or stacked on 
the wall in your preferred combinations. Comes with a 
flush-mounted stainless steel keyhole bracket for easy 
installation.

OAK BLACK WALL SHELF  
3 sizes
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Frame your reflection with the elegant Oak Light Frame 
mirror. Lean this full-length mirror against the wall or 
mount it up vertically or horizontally. Tall and bold, this 
mirror handsomely adds brightness and stature to the 
living space.

OAK LIGHT FRAME BLACK FLOOR MIRROR 
3 sizes
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